Influenza and respiratory syncytial virus detection in clinical specimens without nucleic acid extraction using FOCUS direct disc assay is substantially equivalent to the traditional methods and the FOCUS nucleic acid extraction-dependent RT-PCR assay.
In this study, we evaluated FOCUS diagnostic's Flu A/B & RSV direct kit (Direct Disc assay), designed to detect influenza (FLU) and respiratory syncytial viruses (RSV) directly in clinical specimens without nucleic acid extraction. This novel 'sample-to-answer', nucleic acid extraction-independent assay uses a unique disc to process, amplify, and detect viral targets in up to 8 specimens at a time. The performance of this assay for detecting FLU and RSV viruses was compared to the traditional methods (culture and/or direct florescent antibody testing) using 945 nasopharyngeal swab specimens. In addition, a total of 150 consecutive clinical specimens positive for FLU (FLU A=50, FLU B=50) or RSV (n=50) were tested in parallel using the novel Direct Disc assay and FOCUS diagnostic's nucleic acid extraction-dependent assay to assess their relative performance. Compared to the traditional methods, the overall (prospective+retrospective) positive/negative percent agreement was determined to be 96.6%/98.1% for FLU A, 98.4%/99.9% for FLU B, and 99.3%/98.8% for RSV. Compared to the nucleic acid extraction-dependent assay, the positive percent agreement was 90% (n=45/50) for FLU A, 92% (n=46/50) for FLU B, and 98% (n=49/50) for RSV. Overall, the Direct Disc assay showed good agreement with both traditional methods and nucleic acid extraction-dependent assay. Although we encountered some failures compared to the nucleic acid extraction-dependent assay, these limitations must be balanced against the substantial advantages of the extraction-free nature of this assay and rapid turnaround time.